
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Making Sense of the Confusing 
New World of Gender Identity
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One is born a girl or boy, one becomes a woman or man.

The human species is divided in two, and, like most other species, 
in two only. This division, which includes all human beings without 

exception, is thus a dichotomy. In other words, every individual who is 
not man is woman. There is no third possibility.

The apparent simplicity of this duality, as we know, conceals 
complications, in so far as nature seems to have hesitated at times. 
But it is not so much androgyny that poses that question - it is much 

the exception - as sexual identity in general.
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Executive Summary
Anyone paying the slightest bit of attention to culture today cannot miss that 
various issues of gender identity are getting a great deal of attention. Even 
among our children. We hear it all around us:

“My little boy says he wants to be a girl? What do I do?”

“My child told me they are not allowed to refer to classmates as ‘boy’ or ‘girl’ 
anymore but must use so-called ‘gender-neutral’ terms.”

“It’s as if my child was born in the wrong body.”

“Last week, my child’s school started allowing a boy to use the girl’s restroom.”

“A boy who now sees himself as a girl wants to enter my daughter’s 
community beauty pageant and his parents are encouraging it.”

“The teacher at my children’s school is requiring all students to announce what 
she calls their ‘PPPs’ [preferred personal pronouns] to the other students and 
they are to refer to each other by these.”

“There is a father in our neighbourhood who wears a dress around the 
neighbourhood to show his toddler son that it’s not weird for boys to do so.” 

These, and so many more, are new issues that are increasingly presenting 
themselves to parents, school administrators and teachers, policy-makers, as 
well as family counselors and pediatricians. They are hotly debated with deep 
emotional fervour on all sides.

• What are we to make of all this? 

• Should parents and community leaders ‘get with the programme’ and 
embrace such things or should they be resisted? 

• Is there any reasonable middle ground? 

• When did all this even develop in the first place, and how?

This report – drawing from decades of mainstream academic and international 
research – seeks to bring clarity to this topic and its attendant questions in a very 
practical way for parents and community leaders. And it does so by carefully 
examining seven major myths surrounding gender politics today.

MYTH #1 - “Binary” Is A Bad Word
A binary understanding of gender recognises only male or female. How many 
more are there? Well, in the last few decades, gender theory has held that there is 
actually a vast spectrum of genders and many understand themselves at various 
points along this continuum. This is a fundamental tenet of gender theory and is 
accepted by many today as if some new scientific discovery has revealed this.

But no reliable science indicates there are any more than two genders. This 
idea is based purely on ideology, choosing to see human nature the way a 
particular philosophical outlook desires to see it. It is true purely because it is 
declared to be true.

Reality: Binary is the only gender story there is among humanity when it comes 
to gender and sex-distinction, even though there are hundreds of subtle and not 
so subtle ways we live out our male and femaleness. 

No reliable science 
indicates there are 
any more than two 
genders. 

Binary is the only 
gender story there is 
among humanity when 
it comes to gender and 
sex-distinction.
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MYTH #2 - Boy & Girl / Man & Woman Are Social Constructs
Another major belief held by gender theorists is that being a boy or girl, a man or 
woman doesn’t happen naturally. We appear as male and female simply because 
we are ‘constructed’ by our culture to act either male or female. It’s similar to 
the style of clothes we might wear from culture to culture - suits, robes, regular 
headwear, clothes around our waists and nothing else. Or the kinds of foods we 
eat and how we prepare them, be it fried chicken, taro, huhu grubs, plantain 
paste, tortillas or tom yam goong as the Thai do.  These things, like our gender, are 
determined by some influential power and tradition in our culture. There is nothing 
in nature that demands we be masculine or feminine, goes the theory.

Reality: The most recent and sophisticated neurological, anthropological and 
psychological research tells us what our parents and grandparents took as 
obvious. There is a universal human male and female nature. There are distinct 
male and female brains that are relatively easily identified through brain 
scans, just as there are male and female hormones. And this is why through 
investigations across all cultures we find that generally:

• Women tend to smile more than men do.

• Women are more positive in their assessments of others.

• Men succeed at suicide far more often than women do.

• Men tend to have greater self-confidence about their appearance, 
regardless of what others think of their looks.

• Boys tend to have higher athletic confidence than girls do.

• Girls generally have higher moral self-esteem than do boys.

• Adolescent girls are more expressive in their personal relationships and 
pre-adolescent relationships tend to be less stable for girls than for boys.   

There is a clear and universal male and female nature and we have no difficulty 
recognising it from culture to culture.

MYTH #3 - Sexuality And Gender Are Different
Gender theory holds that, as they cleverly explain it, sex is what’s between one’s 
legs and gender is what is between one’s ears. Gender is what you understand 
yourself to be, and sex is about your body.

This understanding does not stem from any new scientific discovery, but simply 
from the radical sexual theory of a sexologist from New Zealand named John 
Money. Prior to 1960, no scientists used the word gender as distinguished 
from sex. It was used grammatically, usually to distinguish sex from sexual 
intercourse. For the most part, the word gender is not used near as often in the 
biological sciences as it is in the softer sciences and humanities. A study of the 
use of the term in various scientific disciplines finds that when natural scientists 
use the term, they report doing so to:

1) show sympathy with feminist theory; 
2) use a seemingly academic term; or 
3) simply distinguish being male or female and the sexual act.

Reality: That gender and sexuality are indeed two distinct things is based on 
ideology, not objective science or any game-changing discovery. And it has been 
long understood as obvious that the two sexes live out their particular sex in 
virtually countless ways - what is now referred to as one’s ‘gender’.

The two sexes live 
out their particular 
sex in virtually 
countless ways.

There is a clear and 
universal male and 
female nature and 
we have no difficulty 
recognising it from 
culture to culture.
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MYTH #4 - Gender Is A Spectrum
Similar to the ‘binary is bad’ myth, this idea holds there is a virtual ‘rainbow’ of 
genders. Gender theorists hold this as obvious and self-evident.

One leading and early theorist informed us in a major article in 2000 there are five 
different genders, hardly a rainbow. She later informed us that her number was 
too low, that there were many more indeed. A few years ago, Facebook gave users 
the option to identify as one of 58 different genders in their personal profiles.

This theory holds that gender is simply what you understand yourself to be 
and whatever that might be is what is true. No one is able to objectively tell you 
otherwise because your gender experience is your experience. But like the other 
myths, this understanding of gender difference is singly based on ideology as well. 

Reality: As one leading sex-difference researcher explains:
The available data support the conclusion that human sexuality is a 
dichotomy, not a continuum. More than 99.98% of humans are either male 
or female. …The birth of an intersex child…is actually a rare event, occurring 
in fewer than 2 out of every 10,000 births. (emphasis added)

MYTH #5 - My Little Boy Is Actually A Girl
Can it be that little boys or girls are simply born into the wrong bodies? Can a 
child appear to be a boy externally, but his brain, soul, heart and personality is 
actually that of a girl? There appear to be more and more children for whom 
this seems to be true. But what does the mainstream research from the leading 
scholars and clinicians say about it?

Gender Identity Disorder (GID), or Gender Dysphoria as more are choosing 
to call it, is when an individual experiences a seeming disconnect between 
what their body is and what they feel they are. Gender theory holds that these 
children are what they are - born transgender. 

Reality: It is well-established today that the overwhelming majority of such 
children - from 75 to 98 percent - who experience gender dysphoria grow out 
of it by the time they reach puberty. It is not inborn. Thus, the leading clinics 
seeing such children - such as those in Canada and the Netherlands - do not 
recommend parents and schools facilitate gender changes in such children for 
various reasons. The push in culture today to embrace and affirm such children’s 
wishes is founded more upon a political ideology than it is in careful science and 
experience.

MYTH #6 - Gender-Neutral Bathrooms Are An Issue Of 
Human Justice  
This section addresses how these philosophies come to play in the real life 
politics of school and public toilets, sports changing rooms, participation 
in gender-distinct sports teams, and our children’s gender identity in the 
classroom. If these debates have not made it to your local community, just wait. 
They most likely will.

We explore what issues are developing in these various areas of our children’s 
lives, how they are being handled as an issue of ‘human justice’, and how we 
might consider other solutions that are not motivated by ‘flavour-of-the-month’ 
ideological politics.

Reality: Given that the underlying ideologies of most of these changes are 
dubious, communities should not be swayed by the well-intentioned but 
misinformed - and sometimes even emotionally manipulative - efforts to 

The leading clinics 
seeing such children 
do not recommend 
parents and schools 
facilitate gender 
changes in such 
children.

“Human sexuality is 
a dichotomy, not a 
continuum.”

Dr Leonard Sax
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accommodate removing the lines of sex distinctions in certain parts of our 
public lives. 

MYTH #7 - The Legitimacy Of Gender Studies 
In this concluding section, we isolate and summarise the major inconsistencies in 
gender theory today. Unfortunately, there are many:

1. The Rainbow of Gender: If gender is represented in a rainbow of colours, 
how many of these various genders can you name? If indeed you can 
name any that are being bandied about today, why did we not know them 
decades ago? How many of these additional kinds of folks are in your 
family tree? Why do we need the gender theorists to introduce us to this 
idea that is supposedly fundamental to human nature and experience? 
Have we just not been paying attention all these millennia?

2. Never-ending genders: If gender is simply whatever we understand 
ourselves to be, then there are not just two genders, but as many as 
there are people because each of us is a little different boy or girl, man or 
woman than those around us. Yes, each of us is unique, but this difference 
does nothing to indicate there are more than two sexes / genders. This is 
self-evident.

3. Gender is culturally constructed the same in all cultures: If gender is 
simply created and shaped by the culture we live in, why are there major 
universally recognised qualities of being male or female in all cultures 
throughout time. What culture ‘constructed’ it as such in all cultures? That 
would be the ‘culture’ we know as ‘nature’ and thus, there is a universal 
human nature that is indeed binary and universally distinctive.

4. Androgyny is socially constructed: The gender theorists have the 
social construction model exactly wrong. Male and female - as well as a 
general male and female nature - are naturally occurring, while genuine 
androgyny must be intentionally created through personal effort. It is not 
naturally occurring. One must attend a class in Gender Theory in order to 
see it as natural as male and female, if not more so.

5. Binary is bad, but “L”, “G”, “B”, and “T” are built upon it: Consider 
that you cannot understand what each of these letters represent in LGBT 
social and moral politics without holding to a binary understanding of 
humanity. This becomes evident when you try to explain them. They are 
variations on binarity, not refutations of it.

6. Gender and Sex are “obviously” different, but not in the hard sciences: 
For gender theorists, that gender and sex are very different things is a 
basic tenet, but the hard sciences are far less inclined to recognise this 
difference because as they examine the physiology and life of the living 
body, they don’t tend to see this distinction.

7. Gender is constructed, but being Trans is natural: You are only a 
man or woman because society determines you should act in a gender 
specific way. It is artificial. But if you are transgender, then it is natural and 
determined that you are indeed the opposite of what your natal gender is. 
Either gender is socially constructed or it’s not. It can’t be both relative to 
one’s identity.

8. Trangenders typically ‘trans’ stereotypically: If there is a rainbow of 
different genders, why do transgenders transition from male to female 
or vice versa? They never trans to one of the other multiple genders that 

Each of us is unique, 
but this difference does 
nothing to indicate there 
are more than two  
sexes / genders. 

Communities should 
not be swayed by 
the well-intentioned 
but misinformed 
- and sometimes 
even emotionally 
manipulative - efforts.
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supposedly exist. They also tend to transition in generally stereotypically 
gender specific ways, nearly always playing right along with a binary male 
or female nature. And often, stereotypically so. Again, being trans itself 
reflects binarity, rather than refuting it.

So How to Respond?
When considering how to react to and handle the issues these myths produce in 
our communities, it is important we all remember and demonstrate three things:

Very Personal: These issues, as they develop in the lives of children, are typically 
very emotional for families because they concern their children and their well-
being. This is a natural and honourable parental reaction. This care and concern 
should be applauded.

Empathy: Try to empathise with such children and families. Putting ourselves 
in their places does not necessarily mean we should agree with them. But it will 
shape how we respond to such issues, seeing them not just as ‘hot-button’ social 
issues, but those affecting the real lives of real people. This is critical. We want 
the same from others, thus we should be willing to offer it as best we can.

Truth Must Balance Emotion: Even while realising these issues are very 
personal and deeply felt and how they must develop empathy within us, it is 
unwise to allow emotions - regardless of how deeply felt - to drive the decision 
and policy-making process related to such issues. Nor should we uncritically 
accept a plea to justice or equality as important as these might be. We must 
take a sober understanding and appreciation of what the leading scholars and 
clinicians have to tell us on these issues. Their voices should be heard more 
clearly and strongly than the various advocacy groups of any stripe.

Unfortunately, there is too much ideological rhetoric driving these 
discussions and policy decisions and much of it is founded upon suspicious 
theories. These are not reliable or compassionate drivers in making such 
decisions, particularly as they impact our children; those struggling with 
these issues as well as their peers.

Truths to Guide
The best guide, tempered by the above three points, is an understanding of 
the established facts regarding these issues of gender and gender identity. We 
must use these as the center of the road we find ourselves navigating in these 
challenges. And then we must apply these to the discussions with other parents 
and community leaders when such issues arise in your local community. Most of 
all, keep in mind these truths:

•	 Male and female are natural and humanly universal realities. Every 
person is one or the other.

•	 There simply are not many genders. But of course, there are many 
different ways to be a healthy male or female without holding to narrow 
gender stereotypes. In fact, very few people actually hold to absolute 
gender-distinct stereotypes in practicality, evidenced by how they act.

•	 Our children develop in either general male or female ways - in 
conjunction with their biological natures - in relatively natural 
ways although they might sometimes require some direction 
and encouragement from both mum and dad in some of these 
developments.

•	 Raising children in supposed ‘gender-neutral’ settings don’t produce 
‘gender-neutral’ or even gender-sensitive kids. It has been tried and 

Being trans itself reflects 
binarity, rather than 
refuting it.

There are many 
different ways to be 
a healthy male or 
female without holding 
to narrow gender 
stereotypes. 

Raising children in 
supposed ‘gender-
neutral’ settings 
don’t produce 
‘gender-neutral’ 
or even gender- 
sensitive kids. 
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found to be a failure. It is more likely to create confusion and/or 
stunted healthy development.

•	 It is neither enlightened or loving parenting to pretend we can just let 
our children decide which gender they want to be. It is nothing less 
than ideological and can be harmful.

•	 Gender dysphoria in children and adolescents (or “transgenderism” 
as advocates call it) is not shown to be inborn or ‘just the way people 
are’. In fact, its appearance is highly likely to be temporary, subsiding 
before puberty.

•	 The data on whether it is helpful to gender dysphoric youth to 
facilitate a transition via affirming their self-identity, allowing changes 
in sex-distinct dress and accessories, hair style, change of bedroom 
decoration, hormonal treatment or even surgical processes is 
inconclusive at best. Most of the leading professionals recommend 
resisting the facilitation of such changes by parents and schools.

•	 As well, leading scholars and clinicians consider that gender dysphoria 
in children is more a factor of overall family setting and dynamics than 
it is physiological.

•	 Surgical changes for adults are falling out of fashion in much of the 
mainstream medical community. One of the first institutions that 
conducted such surgeries - Johns Hopkins Hospital in the U.S. - 
stopped doing these surgeries some decades ago because they were 
not seeing benefits among their patients and occasionally observing 
increased psychological and physiological problems. 

•	 Regarding policy changes in toilets and changing-room usage, the 
fact that gender dysphoria is not inborn and is likely to disappear 
altogether in children must be centrally considered.

•	 In considering such changes, the safety and comfort of all other 
students deserve equal if not greater consideration. Such decisions 
affect them also.

•	 To make such changes in facility use for the sake of the esteem of 
the gender dysphoric child - while important for the child - is not a 
compelling reason for such dramatic and wide-ranging changes. 

•	 An appeal to ‘equality’ for making such changes should be resisted, 
not because equality is not important, but because it can be 
manipulative for what it implies about those who oppose such 
facilitations. Are the scholars and clinicians who do not recommend 
such facilitations enemies of ‘equality’? Of course not. They just realise 
the issue is more complicated and multi-faceted. And the future well-
being of the child is the most important consideration.

•	 Listen and be mindful of the logical and practical inconsistencies 
we’ve learned are inherent in gender theory in this report. When 
you see them, don’t use them in a ‘gotcha!’ manner, but simply to 
reasonably respond to the rationales offered by advocates for such 
changes.

Understand these facts. Know why they are true and the research findings that 
stand behind them. Discuss them with your friends and older children so they 

Gender dysphoria 
is more a factor 
of overall family 
setting and 
dynamics than it is 
physiological.

The safety and 
comfort of all other 
students deserve 
equal if not greater 
consideration.

The debate needs your 
voice, perspective and 
reasoning.
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know them and are not swayed by questionable ideologies. Become educated 
on these important issues, not so you can win arguments or prove others wrong, 
but to advocate for what is best for the children in your community, including 
those personally impacted by gender confusion and struggles.

This is one of the best services you can provide for your children and those in 
your community, whether you are a parent, a school leader or teacher, a policy 
maker or other community service provider. The debate needs your voice, 
perspective and reasoning.

These issues matter because they concern our understanding of fundamental 
human nature, who each of us are as male and female, and the kind of adult 
direction and support our children require, deserve and receive from us. 

These issues are far too important to not allow for a reasoned and civil debate 
and discussion surrounding them. To challenge these assumptions is not being a 
moralistic busy-body or a ‘stubbornly-stuck-in-the-past’ traditionalist. 

It is being an informed, reasoned and involved adult. And our communities need 
every one of these they can get.   

These issues matter 
because they concern 
our understanding of 
fundamental human 
nature.
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